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“This type of auto tensioning load restraint
system is particularly well suited to packs of
timber products such as those distributed by
Laminex, but also for other difficult load types
from used pallets, pre-formed steel products
and scaffolding through to power poles, for
example,” explains Rey Kell of Forest Centre.
“Adjusting tension for more fragile load types
is as simple as adjusting air pressure with a
regulator, either for the entire system or for
each individual or group of load binders.”
According to Damien, the presence of the ExTe
load binders has made his job and that of his
fellow drivers pain free. “As opposed to the
traditional way of having to strain yourself just
to tie everything down, now all I do is place
the restraints in their correct positions and
open the air-valve to apply the tension,” he
says. “It’s certainly much easier to secure the
load, and most importantly, it’s much safer for
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It wasn’t too long ago that Laminex, a specialist supplier of
premium decorative surfaces, was at a crossroads trying to
solve a load restraint issue that had taken a physical toll on
some of its drivers. Thanks to ExTe’s load binders, the days of
manually securing loads are now a thing of the past.
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required Damien to undergo a full shoulder
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